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★ Hoverboard Surfing! ★ Paint powered jetpack! ★ Lightning fast swipe acrobatics! ★ Challenge and help your friends!stars Features in Mod :*Sped all types of ads Completely * In app updater added to MOD updates * Made APK size smaller than original apk * 2 Versions there are 1) 0
Score hack = &gt; Which has 0 High score, unlimited keys, coins, score boosters, mega head start, unlocked all characters and boards 2) MAX Score hack = &gt; Which has 2147483647 High score, unlimited keys, coins, score boosters, mega head start, Unlocked all characters and
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★ Race through the beautiful cliff landscapes of Kenya ★ Add Zuri, The dancing Masai girl, to your team of surfers ★ Unpack Super Mystery Boxes to earn exciting new Awards ★ Pick up shiny shields on the tracks to earn the weekly Hunt prizes Features of Game: DASH as fast as you
can! DODGE the oncoming trains! Help Jake, Tricky &amp; Fresh escape from the grumpy inspector and his dog. ★ Grind train with your cool crew! ★ colorful and vibrant HD graphics! ★ Hoverboard Surfing! ★ Paint powered jetpack! ★ Lightning fast swipe acrobatics! ★ challenge and
help your friends! Features of Mod: * Removed all types of ads Completely * In app updater added to MOD updates * Made APK size less than original apk * 2 Versions there are 1) 0 Score hack = &gt; Which has 0 High score, unlimited keys, coins, score boosters, mega head start,
Unlocked all characters and boards 2) MAX Score hack = &gt; Which has 2147483647 High score, unlimited keys, score boosters, mega head start, Unlocked all characters and boards App Info: Developed by: Kiloo App name: Subway Surf Package Name: com.kiloo.subwaysurf Minimum
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Update on Play Store : 24 September 2015 Version Name &amp; Code : 1.45 (72) Download Link (Minimum Score APK): Download latest Subway Surfers v1.45.0 Kenya Africa apk modded + cracked with unlimited coin money and Max scores. You download this latest version v1.45.0
Kenya Africa metro surfer apk cracked version from the link below. Now you can play Subway surfer with unlimited Coins and Key with all characters unlocked in it. All for free, so what are you waiting for download the latest metro surfer with unlimited coins and cracked with unlimited keys
for fee from below Direct link no brass survey and ads. ★ The Subway Surfers World Tour continues in Africa ★ Race through the beautiful cliff landscapes of Kenya ★ Add Zuri, The dancing Masai girl, to your team of Surfers ★ Unwrap Super Mystery Boxes to earn exciting new Awards ★
Pick up shiny shields on the tracks to earn the Weekly Hunt prizes #Mod features 1.Removed all types of ads Completely 2.In app updater added to mod updates, Mod of osmdroid. 3.Made APK size smaller than the original apk 4.MAX Score hack = &gt; Which has 2147483647 High
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